Optimize Voice Quality of Service and Reliability
Prioritize voice traffic and improve quality of service with SimpleWan, the diagnostic tool that
monitors, analyzes, and reports activity on your network. Available with ImpactConnect Hosted
PBX, SimpleWan provides enhanced connectivity for voice prioritization.

 Voice Prioritization
Prioritize
VoIP Calls
By reserving a set amount of
bandwidth for placed and
incoming calls, SimpleWan
prevents other devices from
monopolizing bandwidth and
disrupting call quality.

 Improved Connectivity

 Enhanced Quality
Diagnose
Activity

Reduce Network
Congestion
With multiple employees
connected to your network,
SimpleWan monitors network
activity to reduce congestion
and ensure optimal
performance and voice
prioritization.

SimpleWan diagnoses what
is happening on your
network and categorizes
activity, enabling better
network management.

The SimpleWan monitoring capabilities include a monitoring portal and alarm triggers that
track network activity in context of your voice service and notify you of any problems, ensuring
high-quality network performance at all times!

SimpleWan

$19. 99

SimpleWan + Wireless

$29. 99

Get secure and effective voice prioritization and network insight with SimpleWan!

Impact Telecom
Impact Telecom is a leader in the telecommunications market delivering flexible and effective
solutions to carriers, businesses, and homes. Dedicated to innovation, affordability and
execution, Impact Telecom owns and operates a state-of-the-art Voice over IP network carrying
billions of minutes and messages every month, including one of the largest implementation of an
IP-based network connected to a nationwide Feature Group D (FGD) network.
Led by an experienced team of professionals, Impact is committed to delivering quality services at
competitive rates. With decades of industry expertise throughout the organization, Impact has an
understanding of the challenges customers face selecting a telecommunications provider. Impact
Telecom focuses on customer service, technology innovation and operational efficiency.
INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS. CUSTOMER SATISFACTION. MEANINGFUL SAVINGS.
Our commitment to our customers is the foundation of our success, and we take it very seriously.

www.impacttelecom.com
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